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• RSO announcements
• Student comments on research
• Faculty panel
RSO announcements

• SPS and SWIP have a coding workshop Tuesday 7-9pm on Zoom. We'll have different tasks for various skill levels.

• SWIP graduate school series: this Thursday 5pm they will have Kyle Nelli talking about getting letters of recommendation. Past presentations got recorded should get posted somewhere eventually.

• Next week SWIP has a TBD event and SPS is doing a grad student panel. SWIP also has some tea times coming up and SPS is working on pizza meetings. Check the respective emails for details.

Benjamin Mead: bfmead2@illinois.edu
Student researchers

Benjamin Mead
Lavanya Upadhyaya
Faculty Panel

Yann Chemla  
BioPhysics Experiment

Bryan Clark  
Condensed Matter & QIS theory and computation

Eugene Colla  
Condensed Matter Experiment

Paul Kwiat  
AMO & Quantum Information Science Experiment

Nadya Mason  
Condensed Matter Experiment

Anne Sickles  
Nuclear Physics Experiment